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Abstract8

We investigate power abuse of a single punisher in a public-goods-game subject to variations in punishment
power and contribution transparency. We find a high amount of abuse across all conditions. More power
led to more abuse over time, while transparency could only curb abuse in the high power conditions. These
findings highlight the dangers of power centralization, but suggest a more complex relation of power and
transparency
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Evil is nourished and grows by concealment.

Virgil
11

1. Introduction12

In April 2016, the Panama Papers revealed how wealthy individuals and public officials were able to13

employ (mostly legal) strategies of tax evasion, systematically avoiding their share of contribution to the14

public-goods. This was largely interpreted as abuse of power, defined as the improper use of (political)15

power for illegitimate private gain. This restarted an old debate on the relationship between power and16

transparency: Does transparency prevent corruption and abuse of power? Laboratory experiments have17

a long history investigating the relationship between contributions to the public-goods and punishment18

power, which mostly painted an optimistic story: Participants selflessly use (peer) punishment to solve19

social dilemmas (Fehr and Gächter, 2002), even if they are a centralized second- or third-party punishers20

(O’Gorman et al., 2009, Fehr and Fischbacher, 2004, Baldassarri and Grossman, 2011a). So far, the21

second-party punisher was randomly determined each round, effectively prohibiting abuse as no participant22

could systematically use his position of power to exempt himself from the enforced contributions. This leaves23

open one important aspect of power centralization in a community: Is there a corrupting effect in absence of24

checks and balances? How do the privileged few use their power? These power discrepancies are ubiquitous:25

From managers to legal officials, police or politicians, people are in positions to enforce beneficial rules while26

not adhering themselves. Consequently, fear of self-serving use of power by the elites and authorities has27

been a common theme of diverse societies and organizations.28
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We close this gap in the literature on centralized second-order punishment and investigate institutional29

abuse under varying amounts of power (measured in available punishment points) and transparency (under-30

stood as contribution transparency). We find a large amount of power abuse robust to different definitions31

of abusive behavior. Punishers enforce contribution norms they significantly undercut themselves. Without32

transparency, higher power leads to higher imposed norms and more abuse over time. Surprisingly, however,33

transparency only curbs the abuse in the high-power treatment.34

2. Literature35

Punishment has been one of the popular remedies for social dilemmas since the groundbreaking work36

showing that participants are willing to provide a second-order public-good of enforcement (Fehr and37

Gächter, 2002). In the laboratory, peer punishment can effectively prevent the eventual decline of the38

first-order public-good.39

Peer punishment may, however, fall short of the desired goal. It can be highly inefficient when punishers40

fail to coordinate and therefore punish too little or too much. This is especially pertinent as each would prefer41

the other to bear the costs of punishing, which could lead to a failure to coordinate so that no punishment42

is meted out at all. Furthermore, the external validity of peer punishment remains uncertain (Guala, 2012).43

All but small scale, close-knit societies rely on some form of institutional punishment. Empirical studies44

could show that participants exhibit a preference for such institutions (Zhang et al., 2014, Traulsen et al.,45

2012, Hilbe et al., 2013), even being willing to pay for them (Andreoni and Gee, 2012). If institutions46

are available, participants can organize to implement them efficiently (Putterman et al., 2011) and their47

effectiveness depends on whether they are endogenously chosen (Markussen et al., 2014). This strain of48

literature models institutions as a centralized and automatic punishment mechanism: It is exogenously49

determined and fixed. In real societies, the institutions depend on members of society themselves and are50

therefore not only endogenously implemented, but depend on the strategic choices of their members.51

To see how participants use institutional power, experiments investigated how subjects would fill roles of52

designated punishment. If only one person is endowed with punishment power in a public-goods-game as a53

second-party (O’Gorman et al., 2009) or third-party punisher(Baldassarri and Grossman, 2011b), the social54

dilemma is mitigated, even at a personal cost. This held even when strategic punishment was excluded, as55

the second-party punisher was randomly rematched every round and the third party punisher did not benefit56

from group contributions. Third-party punishers actively promote their own social preferences (Engel and57

Zhurakhovska, 2017). While no design targets the goals of single second-party punishers, some studies shed58

light on those of second- and third-party peer punishers with conflicting results: Carpenter and Matthews59

(2009) find that second-party punishers enforce absolute and fixed norms, while third-party punishers enforce60

norms relative to group contributions, yet in Carpenter and Matthews (2012) second-party punishers enforce61

conformism and third parties fixed minimum contribution norms. According to Zhou et al. (2017), third62

parties punish more frequently, severely and less antisocially. Motivations considered for deciding to punish63

reach from fairness norms (Falk et al., 2005), egalitarian motives (Johnson et al., 2009, Leibbrandt and64

López-Pérez, 2012), reputation gain and leadership (O’Gorman et al., 2009) to destructive impulses such as65

spite and retaliation (Herrmann et al., 2008, Houser and Xiao, 2010, Falk et al., 2005). Participants seem66

to understand that there are those who punish prosocially: Fehr and Williams (2013) show that subjects67

manage to elect cooperative leaders into positions of power, and cooperative non-punishers are willing to68

empower those who punish in the interest of the group (Gross et al., 2016). Although there are circumstances69

where decentralized peer punishment is preferred, under imperfect information third-party punishers (who,70

however, benefit from contributions) are favored (Nicklisch et al., 2016).71

While the literature focuses on the positive externalities of punishment and the willingness to altruisti-72

cally provide it, the dark sides of punishment have only recently attracted attention: Allowing for counter-73

punishment leads to unproductive revenge cycles (Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008), and sometimes punish-74

ment is directed at cooperators (Herrmann et al., 2008, Cinyabuguma et al., 2006). A more prevalent fear75

in modern societies, however, is not the vengeful use of power by citizens, but the abuse of power by those in76

sole positions of power, mainly the authorities. In a sender-receiver game, third-party punishers will punish77

senders even when they are honest if they can profit (Xiao, 2013), although this is reduced if they have to78
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provide justification (Xiao and Tan, 2014). In these cases, the norm-communicating function of punishment79

is impeded. Punishment could, however, be corrupted in more subtle and common ways: People in posi-80

tions of power often used it to further their own agenda or to exempt themselves from duties they enforce81

onto others. Here, an important difference between second- and third-party punishment exists: While the82

third-party punisher can not profit from his own punishment, the second-party punisher can. Surprisingly,83

to the best of our knowledge no study has explored the behavior of a designated second-party punisher that84

is fixed over multiple rounds. This study contributes to the existing literature by exploring their punishment85

behavior, specifically focusing on power abuse. To exclude inequality, reputation, and leadership concerns,86

we use a setting in which only the punisher always gets feedback on individual contributions and can punish87

costlessly. To introduce different levels of power, we vary the amount of punishment points available.88

In addition to the literature on punishment and its motivations, our study also contributes to informa-89

tional feedback in relation to punishment. In our design, only the information of the non-punishers is varied:90

In the high information treatment, the non-punishers gain additional feedback on individual contributions,91

in the low information treatment only on aggregates. Absent of punishment, this leads to no contribution92

differences (Croson, 2001). Although studies suggest that if punishers themselves are subject to noise in feed-93

back of others behavior the cooperation is more difficult to sustain (Patel et al., 2010, Ambrus and Greiner,94

2012, Fischer et al., 2016) this does not necessarily shed light on how non-punishers react to informational95

differences. As transparency in public-goods with heterogeneous action spaces improves contributions only96

when punishment exists (Khadjavi et al., 2014), we might at least suspect that more information does not97

always benefit contributions when some inequality exists in society.98

In our design, rational choice theory, assuming selfish and money-maximizing participants, would predict99

that every participant unequivocally defects and punishers do no use their punishment power. There is no100

immediate way to form predictions based on the previous experimental evidence, as the possibility of abuse101

we are interested in is only generated by our new design, in which a singular second-party punisher holds all102

punishment power. Therefore, we test straightforward and publicly held intuitions about the relationship103

between power and transparency.104

We hypothesize that:105

H1 Higher power leads to more abuse.106

H2 Transparency leads to less abuse.107

H3 Higher power impedes the effect of transparency.108

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 3 will explain the design and the measure-109

ments of the experiment. In Section 4, we present the results. Section 5 concludes.110

3. Materials and Methods111

The main task of our experiment consisted of a public-goods-game task. We ran four treatments between112

subjects in a two-by-two design, varying high and low punishment power as well as high and low contribution113

transparency. Additionally, we elicited personality measurements such as SVO, spite, etc. We will first114

elaborate on the public-goods-game as the core of our experiment, then clarify the additional measurements115

and finally describe the data collection process.116

3.1. Measurements117

3.1.1. Public-goods-game task118

In the public-goods task all participants were randomly assigned a role (punisher, non-punisher). They119

were also appointed to a group of four in which they remained for the duration of the public-goods-game120

(partner-matching)1. The public-goods-game was repeated for thirty rounds. Participants were instructed121

that each round would consist of three stages.122

1For arguments for and against partner matching, see Andreoni and Croson (2008).
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The first stage resembled a standard public-goods-game. Participants were asked to allocate 20 tokens123

to a private and public account (1 token = 25 euro cents). Tokens allocated to the private account were124

theirs to keep. Tokens allocated to the public account (ci) had a marginal per-capita return (MPCR) of 0.5,125

so that each group member would receive 0.5 times the total contribution to the public-goods-game. The126

payoff πi of the participant i can therefore be formalized in the following way:127

πi = 20− ci + 0.5 ·
∑

j∈{1,n}

cj (1)

In the second stage, only the punisher (who was referred to as “D”) would be informed about the128

first-stage contributions of all group members. The participants were shown in random order each round129

anew to rule out reputation effects from previous rounds. D (the punisher) was now asked to indicate how130

much he would punish subject i (ςi, i 6= D)2. For this purpose he was equipped with 30 tokens in the131

“low” power treatment. In the high-power treatment, the punisher was equipped with 120 tokens. We set132

the low-power treatment to have enough punishment points to deter every participant from free-riding3 to133

eliminate unobservable strategic considerations and focus on a purely behavioral effect. Each token could134

be used by the punisher to deduct a targeted subject’s payoff by one token. Unused tokens were not added135

to the payoff of D to rule out equality concerns,4 so the contributions of the punisher could be compared to136

the contributions of others directly. The other three group members were just shown a blank screen asking137

them to wait for the decision of the punisher. The payoff πi of the participant i 6= D can therefore be138

formalized in the following way (the payoff of the punisher is described by equation (1)):139

πi = 20− ci + 0.5 ·
∑

j∈{1,n}

cj − ςi (2)

In the third stage (feedback stage), participants were informed about their own contribution to the private140

and group account, the overall group contribution, their own punishment (reduction), and their payoff.141

Non-punishers were informed of the contributions of other group members only in the high-transparency142

treatment. Non-punishers were never informed of punishment meted out to others - this was made public143

in the instructions to avoid leadership and reputational concerns.144

Hence, we used a 2 (low power vs. high power) × 2 (low transparency vs. high transparency) between-145

subjects design. We will denote the high-power treatments (where the punisher was equipped with 120146

punishment tokens) by HighPwr, the low-power treatments (where the punisher was equipped with 30147

punishment tokens) by LowPwr. The high-transparency treatments (where all the contributions where148

public knowledge) will be denoted by HighTrans and the low-transparency treatments (where only the149

punishers knew individual contributions) by LowTrans.150

3.1.2. Additional measurements151

We also collected data on spite (Marcus et al., 2014), rivalry & narcissism (Back et al., 2013), and social152

value orientation (SVO) to increase the robustness of our results.153

To measure SVO, we used the 6-items primary ring matching version of the Slider Measure (see Murphy154

et al., 2011, Murphy and Ackerman, 2014, for detailed implementation). At the end of the experiment,155

only one of the 6 items was randomly chosen to become payoff-relevant in case this task was paid. Either156

2To avoid framing and demand effects, we referred to the act as “reducing the payoff”.
3Note that the benefit of free-riding, compared to full contribution, is 10 tokens. If the punisher were confronted with

three free-riders and utilized all 30 punishment tokens, he could make every free-rider indifferent between free-riding and fully
contributing, by punishing each with 10 tokens. As soon as one subject contributes more than zero, the punisher can already
make contributing a preferential option. Hence, 30 tokens are sufficient to ensure punishment to be deterrent.

4In case of payoff-relevant equipment, the punisher could contribute more in stage one, anticipating extra gains in the second
stage. If there was no extra equipment, the punisher could contribute less in stage one, compensating his extra expenditure in
stage two.
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the slider-measure or the public-goods-game task was chosen with equal probability to be payoff-relevant,5157

while the three questionnaires (spite, rivalry, & narcissism) were not incentivized.158

Only one of the thirty rounds was payoff-relevant in case the public-goods-game was drawn to be payoff-159

relevant for the respective subject.160

3.2. Participants and Procedure161

384 participants (53 % female) were recruited with the online registration software Hroot (Bock et al.,162

2014). The experiment was conducted at the BonnEconLab and consisted of 16 sessions each with 24163

participants. The participants’ age ranged from 16 to 57 years (Mdn = 23). Most students were bachelor164

students (Semester Mdn=5). The average earning was 14.54 e (including a 4 e show-up fee) and the165

experiment lasted 1.5 hours (including setting, video instructions, payoff etc.). All measurements were166

computerized with the experimental software z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007).167

Participants were randomly assigned to computer cubicles. They received video instructions separately168

and the opportunity to ask questions for each task in the experiment.6 First, they were asked to complete169

SVO measurements. Then, they participated in a public-goods-game for 30 rounds. After that, they170

completed questionnaires (spite, rivalry, & narcissism) and filled in socio-demographics. At last, they were171

presented with their payoff information and received their payoff privately.172

4. Data Analysis173

The subsequent data analysis will be structured as follows: We will start by defining abuse as the core174

concept of our study. Our data will demonstrate high levels of abuse overall, with power having a corrupting175

effect under low transparency. Combining power with high transparency leads to significantly less abuse176

even compared with low-power treatments. We will show that abusive behavior is driven by increasing177

contribution norms that punishers enforce, while themselves undercutting their norm and the contributions178

of non-punishers.179

4.1. Abuse of Punishment Power180

Our main goal in this paper is to investigate whether punishers abuse their position of power. We define181

abuse as the deviation of the punisher’s contribution from his own imposed contribution norm.7 Hence,182

a punisher who imposes a norm of 18 in the current round, but contributes only 5, is behaving abusively.183

How abusively the punishers behave is described by the difference between his imposed norm in the current184

round and his contribution in the respective round. In this example the amount of abusive behavior would185

be 13.186

Our definition of abusive behavior builds on two concepts: the contribution of the punisher and the187

imposed norm. The punisher’s contribution is simply the amount the punisher contributed to the public-188

good. The imposed norm, on the other hand, is how much the punisher expects others to contribute. We189

assume punishment to be an expression of the punisher’s violated expectations, which in turn are based on a190

contribution norm: We see in the sanction of contributions an indicator that the implicit norm was violated,191

and if a contribution is not sanctioned, we consider the contribution to fulfill the norm.8 For example, if a192

contribution of 18 is punished and a contribution of 19 is not punished anymore, the imposed norm is at193

least 18. Hence, we define the highest contribution still punished as the lower bound of the contribution194

5Hence, only one random problem was selected to become payoff-relevant which is the only incentive-compatible mechanism
(see Azrieli et al., 2015, for a detailed argument).

6The video instruction with English subtitles can be found in the supplementary materials. An English version of the
handout as well as screenshots of the experiment can also be found in the supplementary materials.

7In Appendix A.1, we also consider alternative definitions of abuse. We consider a simplistic approach, merely comparing
the punishers’ contribution with the average of the non-punishers. The derived results are virtually identical.

8Note that we consider already a small punishment as an indicator for norm violations, and hence, our definition of the
imposed norm does not hinge on the punishment strength. For an analysis of punishment strength, we refer the reader to
Appendix A.2.
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norm.9 Even though once-established norms are rarely abandoned, we consider all rounds where a punisher195

did not enforce an already established norm as not abusive to be conservative in our estimates.10
196

Over all treatments, 83.3 % of subjects abused their power at least once. Table 1 reports this percentage197

for each of the treatments. The table also reports the average percentage of rounds in which subjects behave198

abusively, given that they behave abusively at least once in the whole experiment. High transparency does199

curb abuse in the high-power treatment, t(45.7)= 2.5, p= 0.02; however, it has no significant effect on the200

average frequency of abusive behavior under low power t(45.6)= 0.8, p≥0.05. As can be seen in Figure 1,201

the discussed differences in abusive behavior are visible and are increasing over time.202

Treatment Abused at least once (in %)
How often abused,
if abused (in %)

95% CI Groups

LowPwr x LowTrans 88 61 [46,76] 24
LowPwr x HighTrans 83 53 [35,71] 24
HighPwr x LowTrans 83 77 [65,89] 24
HighPwr x HighTrans 79 45 [25,65] 24

Table 1: Descriptives of abuse

A linear mixed-effects model with fixed effects on treatments, time, the interaction of time and treatments,203

and a control for the last round, as well as subject-specific random effects is reported in Table 2. All results204

are robust to controls, including age, gender, SVO, spite, narcissism, rivalry, and the interaction of period205

and the mentioned measures.11
206

We can see that abusive behavior increases over time. Hence, subjects learn to abuse their power.207

Under low transparency, power corrupts: Punishers in the high-power treatment abused their position208

more strongly over time. This effect supports our first hypothesis, namely that high power leads to more209

abuse.210

Surprisingly, the effect of transparency was the opposite of our expectations (hypothesis two): under211

low power, it marginally increased abusive behavior. Hence, transparency was not only not helpful, it was212

actually harmful in the low-power treatment.213

Concerning our third hypothesis, namely that high power impedes the effect of high transparency (in the214

sense that increased transparency will not have an effect on abusive behavior under high power), we find,215

remarkably the opposite effect. Transparency curbed abuse over time under high power.216

Result 1 a 83.3 % of all punishers abused their power at least once.217

Result 1 b Abuse increased over time.218

Result 1 c Power corrupts under low transparency: The increase in abusive behavior over time was219

stronger under high power compared to low power.220

Result 1 d Transparency has a marginally significant negative effect on abusive behavior in the low power221

setting.222

Result 1 e Increased transparency reduces abusive behavior significantly in the high power setting.223

9As in all treatments the punisher had enough punishment points to deter any contribution behavior, strategic or scarcity
considerations can be excluded.

10Note that the results do not change by using a more lenient approach. The lenient approach could be easily defended as
a once-established norm implies a thread-level and hence results in similar beliefs for non-punishers, even if the norm is not
enforced on rare occasions.

11Note: We use a linear model as this seems sufficiently reasonable given the development over time. However, we also
relax this assumption in Appendix B.3.1. For that purpose, we estimate a common loess abuse spline over rounds over all
treatments. Using a Bayesian approach, we compare the curvity of the contribution over time of all the treatments. All results
are fundamentally identical to the results reported in this section.
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Figure 1: Amount abused in each of the four treatments over time with additional linear regression lines.
Blue lines represent the punisher’s abusive behavior in the high-power treatments, while red lines represent the low-power

treatments. The high-transparency treatments are represented by dashed lines with crossed cubes, while the low-transparency
treatments are shown with solid lines and solid triangles. The thick lines denote the linear regression lines over time in each

of the four treatments.

Abuse
Abuse Amount High Power Low Power

Constant 6.11∗∗∗ (1.24) 10.14∗∗ (3.13) 5.88∗∗∗ (1.23) 6.17∗∗∗ (1.25)
HighTrans −2.29 (1.75) −2.64 (1.80) −2.06 (1.74) −2.29 (1.76)
HighPwr −0.18 (1.75) 0.43 (1.78)
HighTrans x HighPwr 0.22 (2.48) −0.03 (2.51)
t 0.07∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.08. (0.05) 0.17∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.06∗∗ (0.02)
t x HighTrans 0.05. (0.03) 0.06∗ (0.03) −0.16∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.05. (0.03)
t x HighPwr 0.10∗∗∗ (0.03) 0.09∗∗ (0.03)
t x HighTrans x HighPwr −0.21∗∗∗ (0.04) −0.21∗∗∗ (0.04)
LastRound 2.15∗∗∗ (0.48) 2.15∗∗∗ (0.48) 1.28∗ (0.61) 3.02∗∗∗ (0.75)
Controls × X × ×
Observations 2,880 2,880 1,440 1,440
Log Likelihood −8,566.54 −8,589.98 −4,130.14 −4,406.59
Akaike Inf. Crit. 17,155.09 17,225.95 8,274.28 8,827.17
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 17,220.71 17,363.16 8,311.19 8,864.08

Notes: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table 2: Mixed-effects model of the abusive behavior.
Controls include age, gender, spite, SVO, narcissism, rivalry, and the interaction of those variables with the period.

In the next two subsections, we will examine what was driving abusive behavior. For that purpose, we224

will first investigate how the imposed norm changes in the four treatments before describing the contribution225

behavior.226
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Figure 2: Imposed norms over time in each of the four treatments.
Blue lines represent the punisher’s imposed norms in the high-power treatments, while red lines represent the low-power

treatments. The high-transparency treatments are represented by dashed lines with crossed cubes, while the low-transparency
treatments are shown with solid lines and solid triangles.

4.2. Imposed Norm227

In this section, we investigate the norms punishers enforced.12
228

We measured for all punishers the norm they imposed. The average development over time of those229

norms by treatment are shown in Figure 2. By definition, the norm either stabilizes or increases. After230

roughly 10 rounds, the average imposed norm stabilizes and stays roughly constant for all treatments. Note231

that we found almost no instances of punishers ceasing punishment and giving up an already established232

norm.233

Using a linear regression13 for the imposed norm with fixed effects of treatments, time, the interaction234

of both and controlling for subject-specific random effects, we see in Table 3 that high power leads to a235

stronger increase in the imposed norm, although this effect is reversed if transparency is high.236

All results are robust to the inclusion of controls.237

Result 2 a High power leads to higher imposed norms over time. Transparency reverses this effect under238

high power.239

Result 2 b Increased transparency does not affect the imposed norm under low power.240

12Here, we look at the norms punishers imposed individually as we are interested in abusive behavior. For an analysis of
punishment behavior on average see Appendix A.2

13Note: In Appendix B.2, we estimate a common loess spline over all treatments, and using a Bayesian approach, we compare
the curvity of all the treatments. The implication of the results are very similar.
Additionally we estimate the imposed norm separately for the first ten and the remaining rounds in Appendix A.4. Again,
results are robust.
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Imposed Norm

Constant 11.33∗∗∗ (0.95) 16.41∗∗∗ (2.43)
HighTrans −0.65 (1.35) −0.43 (1.40)
HighPwr 0.75 (1.35) 1.01 (1.38)
HighTrans x HighPwr −0.28 (1.91) −0.61 (1.95)
t 0.18∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.10∗∗∗ (0.02)
t x HighTrans −0.01 (0.01) −0.004 (0.01)
t x HighPwr 0.03∗ (0.01) 0.04∗ (0.01)
t x HighTrans x HighPwr −0.10∗∗∗ (0.02) −0.10∗∗∗ (0.02)
Controls × X
Observations 2,880 2,880
Log Likelihood −6,727.82 −6,753.32
Akaike Inf. Crit. 13,475.65 13,550.64
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 13,535.30 13,681.88

Notes: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table 3: Linear mixed-effects model of the imposed norm.
Controls include age, gender, spite, SVO, narcissism, rivalry, and the interaction of those variables with the period.

Hence, it seems like the abusive behavior is driven by the norm punishers imposed. The imposed norm241

is strongest in the high-power, low-transparency treatment, and the norm is the lowest in the high-power,242

high-transparency treatment. Under both transparency settings low power leads to an intermediate imposed243

norm which does not differ significantly between the transparency settings.244

4.3. Contribution behavior245

In a last step, the contribution behavior of all participants will be analyzed. Figure 3 illustrates a signif-246

icant difference in contributions between punishers and non-punishers. Comparing the average contribution247

behavior over all rounds reveals that punishers contributed only M= 9.38 (SD14= 3.57) while non-punishers248

contributed M= 16.19 (SD= 4.28) points to the public-good, a highly significant difference: t(190)= -7.9, p249

≤0.01.15
250

Discriminating by treatments in Figure 3, we observe that high power does not lead to lower contri-251

butions by the punisher, nor does increased transparency induce higher contributions per se. However,252

more transparency does improve contributions when combined with high power. The combination of both253

treatments is also the sole one to see an increase in contributions by punishers over time.254

Non-punishers start with similar contributions in all treatments and increase their contributions over255

time. While high transparency generally strengthens the increase in contributions, the combination with256

high power dampens this positive effect significantly.16
257

Treatment effects are reported in Table 4 via a mixed-effects linear regression with fixed effects for the258

treatments and random effects for subjects and groups, while controlling for the contribution in the last259

round. In Table 3, we also included age, gender, spite, rivalry, narcissism and SVO, and the interaction of260

the mentioned factors with time as controls. All results are robust to those controls.17
261

Result 3 a Punishers contribute far less then non-punishers.262

14Average of the standard deviations over all rounds.
15This effect has also been reported in Hoeft and Mill (2017) for the low-power treatments.
16Note that we do not necessarily argue that the non-punisher’s behavior is directly driven by the treatments. It might well

be that the change in contribution is due to differently imposed norms, which are directly influenced by the treatments. We
nevertheless want to describe how contribution behavior changes, directly or indirectly, due to the treatments.

17We use a linear model as this is a common approach in the estimation of contribution behavior in public-goods experiments
(see, for example, Fehr and Gächter, 2002, Nikiforakis, 2010, Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008). However, like in the two
previous sections, we also relax this assumption in Appendix B.1.1 and Appendix B.1.2. For that purpose, we estimate a
common loess contribution spline over rounds over all treatments. Using a Bayesian approach, we compare the curvity of the
contribution over time of all the treatments. The results are qualitatively identical to the results reported here.
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Result 3 b Punishers increase their contributions over time only in the high-power, high-transparency263

treatment.264

Result 3 c Non-punishers increase their contributions over time. Increased transparency leads to a265

stronger increase overall.266

Result 3 d High power dampens the positive effect of transparency on the contributions of non-punishers.267
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Figure 3: Contribution to the public-good over time in the respective treatments.
Blue lines represent the punisher’s contributions, while red lines represent the non-punisher’s contributions. The graph on the

right shows the contribution behavior in the low-power treatments, while the graph on the left shows the high-power
treatments. The high-transparency treatments are represented by dashed lines with crossed cubes, while the low-transparency

treatments are shown with solid lines and solid triangles.
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Contribution to Public-Good
Non-Punisher Punisher

Constant 14.08∗∗∗ (0.82) 13.63∗∗∗ (1.22) 8.35∗∗∗ (1.54) 5.36 (3.87)
HighTrans −0.08 (1.17) −0.18 (1.17) 1.10 (2.18) 1.27 (2.23)
HighPwr 0.55 (1.17) 0.48 (1.16) −0.27 (2.18) −1.14 (2.20)
HighTrans x HighPwr 0.46 (1.65) 0.46 (1.65) 2.34 (3.09) 2.76 (3.11)
t 0.08∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.15∗∗∗ (0.03) 0.005 (0.02) −0.05 (0.05)
t x HighTrans 0.09∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.09∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.01 (0.03) 0.01 (0.03)
t x HighPwr 0.01 (0.01) 0.01 (0.01) −0.03 (0.03) −0.02 (0.03)
t x HighTrans x HighPwr −0.06∗∗ (0.02) −0.06∗∗ (0.02) 0.08∗ (0.04) 0.07. (0.04)
LastRound −1.61∗∗∗ (0.25) −1.61∗∗∗ (0.25) −4.28∗∗∗ (0.49) −4.28∗∗∗ (0.49)
Controls × X × X
Observations 8,640 8,640 2,880 2,880
Log Likelihood −24,720.45 −24,734.21 −8,610.14 −8,629.57
Akaike Inf. Crit. 49,464.90 49,516.41 17,244.27 17,307.14
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 49,549.67 49,685.95 17,315.86 17,450.31

Notes: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table 4: Linear mixed-effects model of the contribution to the public-good.
Controls include age, gender, spite, SVO, narcissism, rivalry, and the interaction of those variables with the period.

Standard errors are in brackets.

Summarizing the contribution behavior, we can see that the contribution of punishers is increasing only268

in the high-power, high-transparency treatment, while in all other treatments the contribution stays virtually269

the same.270

Hence, the treatment differences in abusive behavior are mainly driven by the imposed norm. However,271

the difference in contribution behavior strengthens the effect of transparency in the high power setting.272

5. Discussion273

Modern societies rely heavily on institutionalized punishment. The power conferred in these institutions274

can be abused in different ways: One is to harm others directly. A more pervasive and frequent phenomenon275

is to use the institutional power for selfish gains by undercutting the institutional purpose, thereby harming276

others indirectly. This is often done by enforcing rules that are not adhered to by the institutional members.277

Examples range from illegal violence by police to unjust enrichment or tax evasion by government elites.278

We provide a first investigation of institutional second-party punishers in a repeated game and indeed find279

frequent and strong abuse of power across a large majority of subjects.280

In line with our hypothesis, we find that a (theoretically inconsequential) increase in punishment power281

leads to participants learning to abuse their power faster over time. The results of our transparency treat-282

ments, however, run counter to our hypothesis: Instead of limiting abuse for low-power treatments, it did so283

only for the high power one. This is an interesting finding that suggests the relationship between power and284

transparency is more complex than previously thought. We conjecture that this finding can be explained in285

two possible ways: On the one hand, transparency might make moral features of a situation more salient.286

While in the low-power treatment the punisher might not realize that he has enough power to deter every-287

body from free-riding, the high powered punisher will quickly realize that he is in a position to dominate288

others completely. This might trigger moral or empathy driven effects. Another, somewhat less plausible,289

explanation would be that high powered punishers realize their privileged standing under transparency and290

fear a revolt due to the lack of fairness. Previous experiments show that participants are especially sensitive291

to discrepancies of power and tend to ostracize those who wield it if possible (Ramalingam et al., 2015).292

There may be evolutionary reasons why humans strongly reject stark dominance hierarchies that are not293

culturally justified (Gintis, 2016).294

This should caution against the - at times overly optimistic - picture painted by the vast literature on295

prosocial punishment. Not only a small subset, but a large part of the population were willing to bypass296

their own norm. Further research should improve our knowledge on the complex relationship of (power)297

abuse and transparency and investigate under what circumstances resistance is organized.298
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Appendix A. Additional regressions387

Appendix A.1. Alternative definition of abuse388

In the paper, we stipulate that the abuse of the punishment power is described by the deviation of the389

punisher’s contribution from the norm he imposes upon non-punishers.390

However, one might argue that abusive behavior could already be described by the deviation of the391

punisher’s contribution from the average contribution of non-punishers.392

It is worth pointing out several shortcomings of this approach.393

• This alternative approach does not take punishment into account. Hence, subjects are considered394

abusive even if they have never forced any other group member to contribute anything to the public-395

good (in case they contribute less then the average non-punisher). Similarly, subjects who do punish the396

other group members are not considered abusive if the non-punishers are not sensitive to punishment397

and contribute more than or equal to the punisher. In these instances, the average group contribution398

might be driven not so much by the behavior of the punisher, but by social preferences etc.399
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• It is problematic to compare the contribution of the punisher to the average contribution of the non-400

punishers as the punisher does not know how much the non-punishers will contribute in any given401

round. The punisher can at most adjust his contribution to the average contribution of the other from402

the previous rounds.403

Given those drawbacks, we advocate the definition of abusive behavior as the deviation of the punisher’s404

contribution from the norm he imposes.405

Nevertheless, we use this alternative approach to estimate this deviation with a linear18 mixed-effects406

model similar to section 4.1. The results can be found in Table A.5. The results are very similar to the407

results from section 4.1. The only qualitative difference is that under low transparency high power does not408

lead to stronger abuse over time. Otherwise, the remaining results prevail.409

Abuse

Constant 5.73∗∗∗ (1.48) 8.46∗ (3.79)
HighTrans −1.18 (2.09) −1.43 (2.18)
HighPwr 0.82 (2.09) 1.30 (2.16)
HighTrans x HighPwr −1.88 (2.95) −2.19 (3.05)
t 0.08∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.08 (0.05)
t x HighTrans 0.09∗∗ (0.03) 0.09∗∗ (0.03)
t x HighPwr 0.05 (0.03) 0.04 (0.03)
t x HighTrans x HighPwr −0.14∗∗∗ (0.04) −0.14∗∗ (0.04)
LastRound 2.67∗∗∗ (0.53) 2.67∗∗∗ (0.53)
Controls × X
Observations 2,880 2,880
Log Likelihood −8,851.44 −8,872.72
Akaike Inf. Crit. 17,724.88 17,791.43
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 17,790.50 17,928.64

Notes: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table A.5: Mixed-effects model of the Amount of Abuse in the alternative definition of abuse (the deviation of the punisher’s
contribution from the average contribution of the non-punishers).

Controls include age, gender, spite, SVO, narcissism, rivalry, and the interaction of those variables with the period.

Appendix A.2. Punishment behavior410

In this section, we examine the punishment behavior. In estimating the punishment behavior we follow411

mainly the standard approach commonly used in public-goods experiments with punishment (e.g., Fehr and412

Gächter, 2002, Nikiforakis, 2010, Nikiforakis and Normann, 2008) - namely, estimating the punishment413

amount as a function of the contribution of the punisher and the contribution of the punished member.414

Note that punishers were not able to punish themselves, and hence we have three decisions per round for415

every punisher.416

To estimate the punishment given to non-punishers we compare the contribution of those subjects to the417

average of non-punishers. Note that mostly in the literature the contribution of the punishment receiving418

subjects is compared either to the individual contribution of the punisher19 or to the average contribution of419

the whole group.20 However, comparing model fits of these two alternative approaches to our implemented420

approach shows unequivocally that our approach dominates. The log-likelihood of the model comparing421

the contribution of the punished subject to average contribution of non-punisher is −2.4423 × 104 and422

is significantly better than the log-likelihood of the model comparing the contribution of the punished423

subject to average contribution of all subjects with −2.4799 × 104 (χ2(0)= 1507.21, p ≤0.01), and also424

compared to a model which compares the contribution of the punished subject to the punishing person425

(loglik: −2.7208× 104) (χ2(0)= 11156.418, p ≤0.01).426

18Similarly to previous sections, we also estimate this part with a loess spline in a Bayesian framework in section Appendix
B.3.2.

19For example, see Fehr and Gächter (2002) or Reuben and Riedl (2013).
20For example, see Carpenter and Matthews (2009, 2012).
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We use the following econometric model to estimate punishment behavior:427

Puni,k,t =β0 + β1 ·HighPwr + β2 ·HighTrans + β3 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

β4 · t+ β5 · t ·HighPwr + β6 · t ·HighTrans + β7 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

β8 · (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+
+ β9 ·HighPwr · (ci6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+

+

β10 ·HighTrans · (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+
+ β11 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+

β12 · t · (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+
+ β13 · t ·HighPwr · (ci6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+

+

β14 · t ·HighTrans · (ci6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+
+ β15 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+

+ εi + εi,k + εi,k,t (A.1)

where HighPwr is a dummy with value one for the high-power treatment and zero otherwise. HighTrans428

is a dummy with value one if the subject was in the high-transparency treatment and zero otherwise. ci6=D,k,t429

denotes the average contribution of all non-punishers in group k in round t and (ci 6=D,k,t − ci,k,t)+
denotes430

the maximum of 0 and the deviation of the contribution of subject i from the average contribution of the431

non-punishers. εi and εi,k are the level 1 and level 2 random effects of groups and individuals.432

The results of the estimation are presented in Table A.6. It can be seen that the deviation from the433

average contribution of the other non-punishers is punished and that this deviation is punished significantly434

stronger under high power and also under high transparency. However, the effect of transparency is stronger435

under low power then under high power.436

Overall punishment was reduced over time even though punishment strength increased. Under low power,437

transparency led to a smaller increase in punishment strength over time then under high power.438

Result 4 a The deviation from the average contribution of non-punishers was punished harshly and in-439

creased over time.440

Result 4 b Power as well as transparency lead to harsher punishment for the deviation from the average441

contribution of other non-punishers.442

Result 4 c The effect of transparency is stronger under low power than under high power.443

Result 4 d Under low power, high transparency leads to a less severe increase in punishment over time.444
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Figure A.4: Punishment received for deviating from the average contribution of the non-punishers with loess splines.
Blue lines represent the received punishment in the high-power treatments, while red lines denote the low-power treatments.

The graph on the right shows the received punishment in the low-transparency treatments and the high-transparency
treatments are show on the right.

Constant 1.58∗∗∗ (0.47)
HighPwr −0.06 (0.66)
HighTrans −0.77 (0.66)
HighPwr x HighTrans 0.18 (0.93)
cN − cj 1.57∗∗∗ (0.06)
cN − cj x HighPwr 1.11∗∗∗ (0.09)
cN − cj x HighTrans 0.54∗∗∗ (0.09)
cN − cj x HighPwr x HighTrans −0.33∗ (0.13)
t −0.05∗∗∗ (0.01)
t x HighPwr 0.003 (0.02)
t x HighTrans 0.02 (0.02)
t x HighPwr x HighTrans −0.02 (0.02)
t x cN − cj 0.01∗∗∗ (0.003)
t x cN − cj x HighPwr −0.005 (0.01)
t x cN − cj x HighTrans −0.02∗∗∗ (0.01)
t x cN − cj x HighPwr x HighTrans 0.02∗ (0.01)
Observations 8,640
Log Likelihood −24,423.49
Akaike Inf. Crit. 48,884.97
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 49,019.19

Notes: .p<0.1;∗p<0.05;∗∗p<0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table A.6: Punishment behavior of punishers with respect to the four treatments and the punished subjectes’ contribution
deviation from the average contribution of all non-punishers.

Appendix A.3. Punishment Norms445

This section extends Appendix A.2 to get a more detailed picture of punishment by estimating punish-446

ment norms similar to Carpenter and Matthews (2009), Reuben and Riedl (2013). To get a better picture,447

we estimate for each treatment which punishment norm was enforced. Note that we estimate a treatment448
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average. The enforced punishment norm is therefore different from the imposed contribution in that we449

estimate punishment for treatments, while we estimate the imposed contribution norm per subject. Hence,450

the imposed contribution is more efficient. Since the definition of abuse refers to the misuse of an entity451

for personal gain, it was necessary to investigate individual decision-making. Here we are interested in the452

aggregate effects of our treatments, understood as institutions, and extend Appendix A.2 by estimating453

the punishment norm and additionally modeling punishment as a two-step-process. For that purpose we454

differentiate between the decision to punish at all and the decision on how much to punish conditional on the455

decision to punish. Hence, we assume that subjects first make a decision to punish or not to punish. They456

punish with probability 1− ω, and with probability ω subjects are not punished. If subjects are punished,457

then the punishment amount follows a normal distribution.21
458

As subjects make two decisions, we allow two separate punishment norms, namely the punishment norm459

on whether to punish (called γv) and the punishment norm on how much to punish (called γp).460

We use the following econometric model similar to Carpenter and Matthews (2009):461

p∗i,k,t =β0 + β1 ·HighPwr + β2 ·HighTrans + β3 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

β4 · t+ β5 · t ·HighPwr + β6 · t ·HighTrans + β7 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

β8 · (γp − ci,k,t)+
+ β9 ·HighPwr · (γp − ci,k,t)+

+

β10 ·HighTrans · (γp − ci,k,t)+
+ β11 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (γp − ci,k,t)+

β12 · t · (γp − ci,k,t)+
+ β13 · t ·HighPwr · (γp − ci,k,t)+

+

β14 · t ·HighTrans · (γp − ci,k,t)+
+ β15 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (γp − ci,k,t)+

+ εi + εi,k + εi,k,t (A.2)

v∗i,k,t = g(ω∗i,k,t) =α0 + α1 ·HighPwr + α2 ·HighTrans + α3 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

α4 · t+ α5 · t ·HighPwr + α6 · t ·HighTrans + α7 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans

α8 · (γv − ci,k,t)+
+ α9 ·HighPwr · (γv − ci,k,t)+

+

α10 ·HighTrans · (γv − ci,k,t)+
+ α11 ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (γv − ci,k,t)+

α12 · t · (γv − ci,k,t)+
+ α13 · t ·HighPwr · (γv − ci,k,t)+

+

α14 · t ·HighTrans · (γv − ci,k,t)+
+ α15 · t ·HighPwr ·HighTrans · (γv − ci,k,t)+

+ εi + εi,k + εi,k,t (A.3)

vi,k,t = 1 if v∗i,k,t > 0

pi,k,t = p∗i,k,t · vi,k,t

where (x)+ = max(x, 0). The norm to enforce is γv. The norm on how much to punish is γp. HighPwr462

is a dummy with value one if the treatment is the high-power treatment, and zero otherwise. HighTrans463

is a dummy with value one if the treatment is the high-transparency treatment, and zero otherwise. t is464

the period. vi,k,t is a variable indicating whether subject i in group k was punished in period t. pi,k,t is465

a variable indicating how much subject i in group k was punished in period t. ci,k,t denotes how much466

subject i contributed in period t to the group account of group k. εi and εi,k are the level 1 and level 2467

random effects of groups and individuals. g(·) : (0, 1) → R is the link function. We will use the logit link:468

g(µ) = log(µ/(1− µ)), as this is easier to interpret.469

21Note: As the punishment power is obviously bigger in the high-power treatment, we will look at the punishment amount
relative to the maximally possible amount. Otherwise, we might find differences between the power treatments basically by
definition.
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To sum up: we estimate how the deviation of a subjects’ contribution from the punishment norm470

influences the decision to punish at all and, if so, how severely.471

The possible punishment norms we took into account were: the average contribution of the whole472

group, the average contribution of non-punishers, the contribution of the punisher, and absolute norms473

(∈ {0, 0.1, ..., 19.8, 19.9, 20}). Table A.7 shows the log likelihoods of the estimations with the possible norms474

in each treatment.475

Several points are worth mentioning. First, it is evident that the best absolute norm for the decision476

whether to punish is 20 in each treatment. Since many punishers undercut this norm, it suggests abuse477

on the aggregate level. This norm also performs best for the decision to punish in all treatments but the478

high-power, low-transparency treatment (where the average contribution of non-punishers is the best norm).479

It is also interesting to see that the contribution of the punisher is the worst norm in any treatment in480

either decision, which in combination with the much lower average contribution of punishers is also indicative481

of abuse.22 Also, the absolute norm does not perform best in the decision how much to punish.482

It is noteworthy that the norm on how much to punish is the average contribution of non-punishers in all483

treatments but the high-power, high-transparency treatment. This treatment is the only treatment which484

takes the average contribution of the whole group as the norm, which is remarkable, as this implies that the485

average punisher in this treatment takes his own contribution also into account. This, again, supports the486

conclusion that under high power and high transparency, punishers behave less abusively (as they do not487

differentiate between themselves and the non-punishers).488

Table A.8 reports the estimates of equation A.2 and A.3 for each treatment separately with the relative489

best norms. Table A.9 reports the estimates of equation A.2 and A.3 with the relative best norms.490

LowPwr ∧ LowTrans LowPwr ∧ HighTrans HighPwr ∧ LowTrans HighPwr ∧ HighTrans

Punish? Punishment Punish? Punishment Punish? Punishment Punish? Punishment

ContributionPun -828 -10 -696 -4 -832 250 -451 112
ContAvgNonPun -542 112* -539 131* -588* 344* -403 180

ContAvg -642 79 -582 101 -665 343 -421 188*
Best Absolut Norm -541* 55 -501* 57 -627 307 -296* 163

Best Absolut
Norm Value

20 11.3 20 19.1 20 0.1 20 12.4

Note: Log likehoods of the equation A.3 and A.2 with the specificed punishment norms

Table A.7: Loglik of the norms suggested for punishment. The best norm is expressed by *.

22Note that Reuben and Riedl (2013) base their investigation on exactly the deviation of the punished subjects’ contribution
from the punisher’s contribution.
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Punishment Behavior

Punish? Punishment amount
HighPwr
HighTrans

LowPwr
HighTrans

HighPwr
LowTrans

LowPwr
LowTrans

HighPwr
HighTrans

LowPwr
HighTrans

HighPwr
LowTrans

LowPwr
LowTrans

Constant −6.34∗∗∗ −3.55∗∗∗ −1.54∗∗∗ −2.83∗∗∗ 0.03 0.15∗∗∗ 0.07∗ 0.22∗∗∗

(1.07) (0.60) (0.35) (0.48) (0.03) (0.04) (0.03) (0.05)(
γ∗ − ci,k,t

)+
0.90∗∗∗ 0.45∗∗∗ 0.93∗∗∗ 0.42∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗ 0.05∗∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.03∗∗∗

(0.08) (0.04) (0.11) (0.03) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.004)

t −0.06∗∗ −0.11∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗ −0.07∗∗∗ −0.001 0.001 −0.0002 0.002
(0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

t x
(
γ∗ − ci,k,t

)+
0.01∗∗ 0.02∗∗∗ 0.01. −0.0004 0.001∗∗∗ −0.0003 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.01) (0.002) (0.0002) (0.0003) (0.0001) (0.0002)

Model Logistic Logistic Logistic Logistic Linear Linear Linear Linear
Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed Mixed
Effects Effects Effects Effects Effects Effects Effects Effects

Cond. on pun. × × × × X X X X
Observations 2,160 2,160 2,160 2,160 326 386 556 549
Log Likelihood −296.28 −500.67 −587.74 −541.31 187.52 131.14 344.15 111.81
Akaike Inf. Crit. 602.55 1,011.35 1,185.49 1,092.62 −363.04 −250.28 −676.30 −211.62
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 630.94 1,039.73 1,213.88 1,121.01 −340.32 −226.54 −650.37 −185.77

Note: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table A.8: Mixed-effects estimates for punishment following the individually best norms for the respective treatments as
reported in Table A.7.

Punishment Behavior

Punish? Punishment amount

Constant −2.75∗∗∗ (0.57) 0.22∗∗∗ (0.04)
HighPwr 1.15 (0.79) −0.15∗∗ (0.05)
HighTrans −0.73 (0.83) −0.07 (0.05)
HighPwr x HighTrans −2.75∗ (1.20) 0.04 (0.07)
cN − cj 0.40∗∗∗ (0.04) 0.03∗∗∗ (0.003)
cN − cj x HighPwr 0.54∗∗∗ (0.12) −0.01∗∗ (0.004)
cN − cj x HighTrans 0.04 (0.05) 0.02∗∗∗ (0.01)
cN − cj x HighPwr x HighTrans −0.26. (0.14) −0.01∗ (0.01)
t −0.08∗∗∗ (0.02) 0.002∗ (0.001)
t x HighPwr −0.01 (0.02) −0.002 (0.002)
t x HighTrans −0.03 (0.02) −0.002 (0.002)
t x HighPwr x HighTrans 0.03 (0.03) 0.001 (0.002)
t x cN − cj 0.0001 (0.002) 0.0004∗ (0.0002)
t x cN − cj x HighPwr 0.02∗ (0.01) 0.0000 (0.0003)
t x cN − cj x HighTrans 0.02∗∗∗ (0.003) −0.001∗ (0.0003)
t x cN − cj x HighPwr x HighTrans −0.03∗∗ (0.01) 0.001. (0.0004)

Model Logistic Linear
Mixed Effects Mixed Effects

Cond. on pun. × X
Observations 8,640 1,817
Log Likelihood −1,917.78 740.03
Akaike Inf. Crit. 3,871.56 −1,442.05
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 3,998.72 −1,337.46

Note: .p<0.1;∗p<0.05;∗∗p<0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table A.9: Mixed-effects estimates for punishment following the individual punishments norms for each treatment reported in
Table A.7 while comparing the treatment effects.
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Result 5 a Similarly to the findings by Carpenter and Matthews (2009): subjects use two distinct norms491

on the decision to punish and on the decision how much to punish.492

Result 5 b For the decision to punish, the absolute norm of 20 (100% contribution) is performing best493

in all treatments but the low-transparency, high-power treatment, where the average contribution of494

non-punishers is the best-performing norm.495

Result 5 c For the decision on how much to punish, the average contribution of non-punishers is used496

as the relative norm in all treatments but in the high power, high-transparency treatment. In this497

treatment the average contribution of the whole group (including the punisher) is the best-performing498

norm.499

Result 5 d In all treatments, the contribution of the punishers is the worst-performing norm.500

Appendix A.4. Imposed Norm501

Similar to the main part of the paper, we regress the imposed norm for each of the four treatments.502

However, in contrast to the main part of the paper, we estimate two linear splines, with the first spline in503

the first ten periods and the second spline for the remaining periods.504

It can be seen from Table A.10 that the results from the main part of the paper are driven mainly by505

the development in the first ten periods. The effects of the remaining periods show the same trends as in506

the first ten periods; however, these results are not robust to controls.507

Hence, it can be concluded that the relevant norm was imposed within the first ten rounds and kept508

more or less constant in the remaining rounds. The same goes for the treatment differences, as all differences509

(as reported in the main part of the paper, see section 4.2) are developed mainly in the first ten rounds and510

kept constant afterwards.511

Imposed Norm
t ∈ {1, ..., 10} t ∈ {11, ..., 30} t ∈ {1, ..., 10} t ∈ {11, ..., 30}

Constant 9.16∗∗∗ (1.06) 13.65∗∗∗ (0.98) 14.60∗∗∗ (2.71) 19.39∗∗∗ (2.49)
HighTrans −0.77 (1.51) −1.11 (1.38) −0.91 (1.56) −0.41 (1.43)
HighPwr −0.11 (1.51) 0.93 (1.38) −0.002 (1.54) 1.42 (1.42)
HighTrans x HighPwr 1.16 (2.13) −1.41 (1.96) 1.11 (2.18) −2.06 (2.00)
t 0.52∗∗∗ (0.05) 0.07∗∗∗ (0.01) 0.35∗∗ (0.13) −0.03 (0.03)
t x HighTrans 0.04 (0.08) 0.01 (0.01) 0.09 (0.08) −0.01 (0.01)
t x HighPwr 0.20∗∗ (0.08) 0.02. (0.01) 0.22∗∗ (0.08) 0.02 (0.01)
t x HighTrans x HighPwr −0.34∗∗ (0.11) −0.05∗ (0.02) −0.39∗∗∗ (0.11) −0.03 (0.02)
Controls × × X X
Observations 960 1,920 960 1,920
Log Likelihood −2,389.20 −3,550.38 −2,396.41 −3,535.96
Akaike Inf. Crit. 4,798.41 7,120.75 4,836.83 7,115.93
Bayesian Inf. Crit. 4,847.08 7,176.35 4,943.90 7,238.25

Notes: .p < 0.1;∗p < 0.05;∗∗p < 0.01;∗∗∗p < 0.001;

Table A.10: Linear mixed-effects model of the imposed norm split into first 10 periods and remaining periods.
Controls include: Gender, Age, SVO, rivalry, narcissism, spite, and the interaction of those variables with the period.

Appendix B. Bayesian Approaches512

In the main part of the paper, we used mainly linear regression, as this is a common approach. However,513

as can be seen, for example, in Figure 3, the contribution decision over time does not necessary evolve514

linearly. To relax this assumption, we will estimate loess splines over time to allow for non-linear behavior.515

We will take this approach for several dependent variables. For that purpose, we will estimate an average516
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loess spline for the respective dependent variables over time (average for all treatments)23, which we call517

λ(t).518

The following general econometric model of a dependent variable Ind will be used in the rest of the519

paper:520

Indi,t =β0 + λ(t) · (1 + β1 · 1HighPwr∧LowTrans + β2 · 1HighPwr∧HighTrans

+ β3 · 1LowPwr∧LowTrans + β4 · 1LowPwr∧HighTrans)

+ εi + εi,k,t (B.1)

Indi,t represents the dependent variable (contribution, abuse, etc) of subjects i in round t with i ∈521

{1, . . . , n} and t ∈ {0, . . . , 30}.522

1HighPwr∧LowTrans denotes a dummy variable which is one if the subject was in the high-power, low-523

transparency treatment, and zero otherwise. 1HighPwr∧HighTrans,1LowPwr∧LowTrans,1LowPwr∧HighTrans are524

defined accordingly.525

To account for the nested structure of the data we included εi as the random effects of the individual i.526

εi,k,t is the residuals.527

As vague priors we used:

β0,1,2,3,4 ∼ N (0, .0001)

εi ∼ N (0, τ2) , εi,k,t ∼ N (0, τ1)τl ∼ Γ(
m2
l

s2
l

,
m2
l

s2
l

)

with ml ∼ Γ(1, 1) , sl ∼ Γ(1, 1) with l ∈ {1, 2}

The interpretation of the βs is the following: β0 is the intercept. βl with l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} are the deviations528

in the specific treatments from the average behavior over time.529

To estimate the posterior distribution of the coefficients in equation (B.1), we use JAGS 3.4. We use 4530

independent chains. We discard 5000 samples for adaptation and burnin and we use 10000 samples for each531

of the 4 chains to estimate the coefficients.532

Appendix B.1. Contribution behavior533

Appendix B.1.1. Non-punishers534

Here, we estimate the contribution behavior of non-punishers in each treatment. As we have several535

observations per group and per subjects (as we have three non-punishers in each group), we estimate536

equation (B.1) with an additional random effect εi,k, representing the random effect of the individual i537

within the group k, with k ∈ {1, . . . , 24}.538

Similarly, the vague priors are:539

β0,1,2,3,4 ∼ N (0, .0001)

τl ∼ Γ(
m2
l

s2
l

,
m2
l

s2
l

) with ml ∼ Γ(1, 1) , sl ∼ Γ(1, 1) with l ∈ {1, 2, 3}

Table (B.11) shows the mean estimation results of the estimated β of Equation (B.1) estimated for non-540

punishers by Bayesian methods, with the dependent variable “Contribution”. It also shows the 95% credible541

interval, the probability that β < 0, the effective sample size (sseff), and the potential scale reduction factor542

(psrf). Figure (B.5) visualizes the estimated βs with the corresponding 95% credible intervals.543

23Hence, we assume that the contribution follows a fundamental function over time for all treatments and we want to estimate
the deviations from this fundamental function.
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Figure B.5: The graphs show the 95%-credible intervals
for the coefficients of the estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “Contribution to the
public-good of non-punishers”.

Mean CI95 P (β) < 0) SSeff Psrf

β0 -0.088 [-1.34,1.11] 0.469 95 1.034
β1 -0.032 [-0.13,0.07] 0.267 236 1.024
β2 0.073 [-0.02,0.16] 0.941 268 1.031
β3 -0.11 [-0.2,-0.01] 0.013 251 1.006
β4 0.105 [0.01,0.21] 0.984 243 1.023

β4 − β3 0.215 [0.1,0.33] 0 354 1.005
β4 − β2 0.032 [-0.08,0.14] 0.278 373 1.003
β4 − β1 0.136 [0.02,0.26] 0.012 306 1.003
β3 − β2 -0.183 [-0.29,-0.07] 1 359 1.007
β3 − β1 -0.079 [-0.19,0.03] 0.918 363 1.005
β2 − β1 0.104 [-0.01,0.22] 0.036 354 1.003

Table B.11: Bayesian estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “Contribution to the
public-good of non-punishers”.

Similar to section 4.3 it can be seen that transparency leads to a higher contribution of non-punishers544

over time compared to no-transparency under low power. This effect is smaller under high power.545

Appendix B.1.2. Punishers546

Here we estimate model B.1 with the dependent variable “contribution to the public-good” estimated547

for punishers only.548

Table (B.12) shows the mean estimation results, the 95% credible interval, the probability that β < 0,549

the effective sample size (sseff), and the potential scale reduction factor (psrf). Figure (B.6) visualizes the550

estimated βs with the corresponding 95% credible intervals.551
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Figure B.6: The graphs show the 95%-credible intervals
for the coefficients of the estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “Contribution to the
public-good of punishers”.

Mean CI95 P (β) < 0) SSeff Psrf

β0 -1.078 [-4.63,2.22] 0.258 60 1.038
β1 -0.245 [-0.65,0.18] 0.121 169 1.038
β2 0.471 [0.1,0.88] 0.987 167 1.016
β3 0.045 [-0.38,0.43] 0.59 164 1.015
β4 0.213 [-0.19,0.64] 0.852 166 1.022

β4 − β3 0.167 [-0.24,0.57] 0.202 330 1.009
β4 − β2 -0.258 [-0.65,0.13] 0.907 339 1.016
β4 − β1 0.458 [0.07,0.84] 0.01 342 1.006
β3 − β2 -0.426 [-0.83,-0.03] 0.985 323 1.029
β3 − β1 0.29 [-0.11,0.68] 0.084 301 1.009
β2 − β1 0.716 [0.32,1.11] 0 323 1.036

Table B.12: Bayesian estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “Contribution to the
public-good of punishers”.

Similar to section 4.3, the contribution of punishers over time did not significantly increase, and the only552

treatment under which the contributions increase was the high power, high-transparency treatment.553

Appendix B.2. Imposed Norm554

As can be seen in Figure 2, the imposed norm does not follow a linear function, and hence we again555

estimate Equation (B.1) with the dependent variable “imposed norm”.556

Table (B.13) shows the mean estimation results of the estimated βs, the 95% credible interval, the557

probability that β < 0, the effective sample size (sseff), and the potential scale reduction factor (psrf).558

Figure (B.7) visualizes the estimated βs with the corresponding 95% credible intervals.559
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Figure B.7: The graphs show the 95%-credible intervals
for the coefficients of the estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the imposed norm as the dependent variable.

Mean CI95 P (β) < 0) SSeff Psrf

β0 0.018 [-1.17,1.25] 0.536 95 1.021
β1 0.225 [0.14,0.3] 1 376 1.01
β2 -0.266 [-0.35,-0.18] 0 390 1.01
β3 0.037 [-0.04,0.12] 0.812 401 1.017
β4 0.004 [-0.07,0.08] 0.535 409 1.004

β4 − β3 -0.033 [-0.14,0.08] 0.724 428 1.014
β4 − β2 0.269 [0.16,0.39] 0 418 1.011
β4 − β1 -0.221 [-0.33,-0.12] 1 435 1.013
β3 − β2 0.302 [0.19,0.41] 0 427 1.014
β3 − β1 -0.188 [-0.3,-0.07] 1 435 1.015
β2 − β1 -0.491 [-0.61,-0.38] 1 398 1.004

Table B.13: Bayesian estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the imposed norm as the dependent variable.

The results of section 4.2 are replicated using loess splines. It can be seen that, under low transparency,560

high power leads to higher imposed norms, that transparency does not have much of an effect on the imposed561

norm under low power, and that transparency leads to lower imposed norms under high power.562

Appendix B.3. Abusive behavior563
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Figure B.8: Splines of the abusive behavior for the treatments with the corresponding confidence interval bands and additionally
with λ.

Appendix B.3.1. Abusive behavior defined as in main part of the paper564

In this section we replicate the results of section 4.1 with non-linear behavior of abuse over time (as can565

be seen in Figure B.8).566

Table (B.14) shows the mean estimation results of the estimated β of Equation (B.1) with dependent567

variable “abuse” estimated by Bayesian methods, the 95% credible interval, the probability that β < 0,568

the effective sample size (sseff), and the potential scale reduction factor (psrf). Figure (B.9) visualizes the569

estimated βs with the corresponding 95% credible intervals.570
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Figure B.9: The graphs show the 95%-credible intervals
for the coefficients of the estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the abusive behavior as the dependent vari-
able.

Mean CI95 P (β) < 0) SSeff Psrf

β0 -0.068 [-1.64,1.59] 0.458 206 1.007
β1 0.485 [0.22,0.75] 1 716 1.005
β2 -0.612 [-0.88,-0.34] 0 662 1.012
β3 -0.05 [-0.32,0.22] 0.358 694 1.007
β4 0.195 [-0.08,0.47] 0.918 691 1.002

β4 − β3 0.245 [-0.11,0.6] 0.091 797 1.004
β4 − β2 0.807 [0.45,1.18] 0 751 1.009
β4 − β1 -0.29 [-0.64,0.04] 0.95 867 1.005
β3 − β2 0.562 [0.21,0.9] 0.001 853 1.005
β3 − β1 -0.535 [-0.89,-0.19] 0.999 779 1.002
β2 − β1 -1.097 [-1.45,-0.74] 1 815 1.008

Table B.14: Bayesian estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the abusive behavior as the dependent vari-
able.

Again all the results of section 4.1 are replicated using loess splines. Transparency has no effect on571

abusive behavior in the low power setting, power corrupts under low transparency and high transparency572

reduces abusive behavior in the high power setting.573

Appendix B.3.2. Abusive behavior defined as the punishers deviation from the average non-punisher574

We also estimate the non-linear behavior of abuse with the alternative definition of abuse.575

Table (B.15) shows the mean estimation results of the estimated β of Equation (B.1) with dependent576

variable “deviation of punishers contribution from the average non-punishers contribution” estimated by577

Bayesian methods, the 95% credible interval, the probability that β < 0, the effective sample size (sseff), and578

the potential scale reduction factor (psrf). Figure (B.10) visualizes the estimated βs with the corresponding579

95% credible intervals.580
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Figure B.10: The graphs show the 95%-credible intervals
for the coefficients of the estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “deviation of punish-
ers contribution from the average non-punishers contri-
bution”.

Mean CI95 P (β) < 0) SSeff Psrf

β0 -0.125 [-1.86,1.5] 0.453 246 1.004
β1 0.155 [-0.1,0.41] 0.88 831 1.005
β2 -0.342 [-0.61,-0.08] 0.006 771 1.001
β3 -0.084 [-0.35,0.18] 0.268 789 1.001
β4 0.298 [0.03,0.55] 0.983 794 1.005

β4 − β3 0.382 [0.02,0.73] 0.02 890 1.002
β4 − β2 0.64 [0.29,0.99] 0 865 1.005
β4 − β1 0.143 [-0.21,0.47] 0.207 922 1.003
β3 − β2 0.258 [-0.09,0.62] 0.073 900 1.002
β3 − β1 -0.239 [-0.59,0.11] 0.911 886 1.003
β2 − β1 -0.497 [-0.83,-0.15] 0.998 930 1.004

Table B.15: Bayesian estimation results for Equation
(B.1) with the dependent variable: “deviation of pun-
ishers contribution from the average non-punishers con-
tribution”.

And here again all the results of section Appendix A.1 are replicated. Hence, all results are robust to581

the assumption of linearity.582
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